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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
PRESS CONTACT: press@ballroommarfa.org, adriana@ballroommarfa.org, 432.729.3600 
 

BALLROOM MARFA PRESENTS 
Longilonge—Solange Pessoa 

Opening Reception: Friday, November 15, 2019 
 

MARFA, TX– Ballroom Marfa will present the first solo museum exhibition in the United States of noted 
Brazilian artist Solange Pessoa in the fall of 2019. Pessoa has built a significant and internationally recognized body 
of work over three decades, which spans the mediums of painting, drawing, installation, sculpture, and video. The 
exhibition will include new work that responds to the cultural and natural landscape in West Texas, alongside 
important existing pieces made in Minas Gerais, Brazil, where the artist lives and works.  
 
The title –Longilonge – refers to an invented word, found in the poetry of Carlos Drummond de Andrade. Pessoa 
repurposes this word to evoke a distant space or time, a longing for the unreachable, a sort of mythical place for 
feelings and memories, a region of temporal textures.  
 
Pessoa’s expressive and telluric work draws inspiration from myriad sources: nature, the Baroque, dreams and the 
unconscious, Tropicalia, prehistoric cave paitings and carved tools, Land Art, traditional craft, ancestry, Surrealism, 
and poetry. There and many other references lie under the surface of a fully developed lifework wrought from 
sustained material investigation, intuitive curiosity, and an acute command of gesture and form.  
 
Altogether five distinct bodies of work will converge for the show at Ballroom—displaying touch-points in the arc 
of the artist’s work and creating a connective tissue of imagery, ideas, and relationships between two distant places 
in North and South America.  
 
For this exhibition, Pessoa will recreate a seminal installation orginally staged in Brazil in 1994 that has not been 
seen since. In this immersive sculpture tiers of coffee bags are swen together, suspended from the ceiling, and filled 
with fruit, flowers, seeds, bones, earth, and poems. Visitors are invited to rifle through this abundant hanging wall 
of materials, spilling, adding and co-creating with the sculpture itself. This phenomenological and sensual work 
engages viewers directly with the living land of West Texas—its colors, textures, decay and richness—while 
recalling the original work in Brazil from decades before, linking the two across time and space.  
 
While Pessoa’s installations take on the flux and chaos of living materials, her monochromatic paintings and 
drawings elegantly distill the graphic essence of animals, insects, leaves, plants, and flowers. Often rendered with 
minerals, clay, or oils and dyes from native Brazilian plants, these compositions simultaneously evoke both ancient 
pictographs and Modernist painting. The artist will debut a new suite of paintings inspired by her research trip to 
Marfa, where she met local botanists and archeologists, explored the pictographs in Seminole Canyon and the 
Fossil Exhibit in Big Bend, and visited the Chinati and Judd Foundation for the first time.  
 
Additionally, new ceramic pieces and existing soapstone carvings will populate the galleries. These natural 
materials, sourced in Brazil, are wrested from the landscape then shaped and carved to recall varied organic forms: 
vaginal voids, nipples, phalli, skulls, spirals, ancient fossils. The Soapstone pieces will occupy the outdoor courtyard 
where they can be seen from all angles, their soft, hand-carved curves open to the sun and the rain. Bronze and 
feathered wall sculptures will adorn the hallway, simultaneously monumental and ephemeral, invoiking the animal 
body-it’s death, life and decoration.  
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Pessoa’s practice is deeply rooted in land, human and natural history. In this focused exhibition, she gathers 
together references, materials and iconograpy from the environment of her homeland Minas Gerais and Far West 
Texas, creating a conversation between shared forms and interwoven cosmogonies.  
 
This exhibition is organized by Ballroom Marfa Director & Curator Laura Copelin 
 
Solange Pessoa (Ferros, 1961) lives and works in Belo Horizonte, Brazil. Her selected solo exhibitions include 
Solange Pessoa, Mendes Wood DM, New York (2018); Solange Pessoa, Blum & Poe, Los Angeles (2017); Solange 
Pessoa, Mendes Wood DM, São Paulo (2016); Metaflor-Metaflora, Museu Mineiro, Belo Horizonte (2013); Museu 
de Arte da Pampulha, Belo Horizonte (2008); Museu da Inconfidência, Ouro Preto (2000); Palácio das Artes, Belo 
Horizonte (1995); and Centro Cultural São Paulo, (1992). 
  
Pessoa received a grant from the Pollock Krasner Foundation (1996/1997) and has participated in numerous group 
exhibitions in Brazil and abroad including Invenção de Origem, Estação Pinacoteca, São Paulo (2018); La Fin de 
Babylone - Mich Wunder, dass ich so Fröhlich bin, Koln Skulptur #9, Cologne (2017); New Shamans (2016), High 
Anxiety (2016), and No Man’s Land: Women Artists (2015), Rubell Family Collection, Miami, USA; Arte e 
Patrimônio Paço Imperial, Rio de Janeiro (2014); Mostra do Redescobrimento, CAPS Musée d'Art Contemporain, 
Bordeaux, France (2001); and Heranças Contemporâneas (1999), Encontros e Tendências (1993), Museu de Arte 
Contemporânea de São Paulo. 
 
For further information about the exhibition or to schedule interviews, please contact Ballroom Marfa at 
press@ballroommarfa.org or (432)729-3600. 
 
About Ballroom Marfa  
 
Founded in 2003 by Virginia Lebermann and Fairfax Dorn, Ballroom Marfa is a 501( c)3 non-profit organization 
and a dynamic, contemporary cultural arts space housed in a converted dancehall that dates to 1927. Ballroom 
Marfa’s mission is to serve international, national, regional, and local arts communities and support the work of 
both emerging and recognized artists working across all media: visual arts, film, music, and performance.  
 
Location, Hours, Admission 
 
Ballroom Marfa is located at 108 E. San Antonio St. / Highway 90 West, and open Wednesday through Saturday, 
10am-6pm, and Sunday, 10am-3pm. Admission is free 
 
Longilonge is made possible by the generous support of Blum & Poe; The Brown Foundation, Inc.; City of Marfa; 
Fairfax Dorn & Marc Glimcher; Katherine Farley & Jerry Speyer; Kristina & Jeff Fort; Elan Gentry & Alexander 
S.C. Rower; Virginia Lebermann & Family; Lebermann Foundation; Melony & Adam Lewis; O. Anthony 
Maddalena & Anne Booth Dayton; Mendes Wood DM; National Endowment for the Arts; Texas Commission on 
the Arts; Jacques Louis Vidal Charitable Fund; Ballroom Marfa Board of Trustees; the Ballroom Marfa 
International Surf Club; and Ballroom Marfa members. 


